Norwegian Epic®

The Norwegian Epic, voted "Best Cruise Ship" by Travel Weekly in 2011 & 2012; Norwegian Epic is the ship of choice for those sailing to the Caribbean and Europe. Cruise line entertainment is enhanced with the introduction of Blue Man Group at sea. From Studios, designed and priced for the solo traveler, to the private Haven the Norwegian Epic has it all with more than 20 different dining options, it is Freestyle Cruising on a grand scale no doubt.

When Epic debuted in June 2010, it strutted its new-to-cruising innovations proudly. The first solo studio cabins at sea! The first ice bar at sea! The first Blue Man Group show at sea! The first "new wave" cabins at sea! And the first translucent bathrooms at sea!

NCL’s revolutionary Norwegian Epic is big, brassy, bold and ballsy. The ship's 19 decks are gound to keep the passengers entertained and satisfied for a week.

Ship Facts
- Registration: Bahamas
- Year Built: 2010
- Deck Quantity: 15
- Passenger Capacity: 4,228
- Gross Tonnage: 155,873
- Length: 1081 ft
- Beam: 133 ft
- Speed: 22 knots

Staterooms
- Inside Cabins: 560
- Outside Cabins: 1,352
- Number of Crew: 1,753

Norwegian Epic®
INCLUSION
* 7 Nights Shipboard Norwegian Epic.
* All meals and general entertainment on board.
* Return Economy Class Ticket.
* Round trip transfer Airport - Hotel - Pier - Airport.
* 1 night 4 star accommodation in Barcelona with breakfast.

EXCLUSION
* Travel Insurance and Visa Fees.
* Shore excursion.
* On board service charges @ USD 12 per person per day

DEPOSITS PAYMENT / FULL PAYMENT
* A non-refundable deposit of RM 3000 per person is required upon reservation.
* Final payment is required at 90 Days prior to departure.
* First payment due to issued ticket.

* Itineraries are subject to change at anytime without notice.
* Terms and conditions apply as per Norwegian Cruise Line Brochure 2015.
* Surcharge applied by using different class of air seat or airline.
* Price are in CASH and are subject to change with or without prior notice due to any affected factors.